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Guiding Principles of Federal Architecture

- Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Federal Office Space
  Issued by President Kennedy, authored by Patrick Daniel Moynihan

- “an architectural style and form which is distinguished and which will reflect the dignity, enterprise, vigor and stability of the American National Government . . . designs which embody the finest contemporary American architectural thought . . . development of an official style must be avoided.”

JUNE, 1962
Leland Federal Building (re-cladding), Houston, TX
Design Excellence

1994
- Focus on Lead Designer
- Peer Review

2000
- LEED requirement

2006
- Focus on Lead Designer and team
- Peer Reviewer(s) in both Design and Construction phases
Land Port of Entry, Calais, ME
United States Mission to the United Nations, New York, NY
DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN
The Intellectual in Public Life
EDITED BY ROBERT A. KATZMANN
"Architecture is one inescapably public art . . . that government can have as little involvement with the arts generally as it chooses, save that it cannot avoid architecture . . . Architecture is inescapably a political art, and it reports faithfully for ages to come what the political values of a particular era were."
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• Who are the next Political champions of good architecture?

• How do - or should the Guilding Principles - impact State and Local, Public architecture?

• Do they need updating to include:
  – Sustainability
  – Security
  – Urban Sprawl
  – Infrastructure
2012 – 50\textsuperscript{th} Anniversary

YOU’RE invited!!

AIA Convention – Washington D.C.

May 16, 2012 - afternoon.
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• SCHEDULE: Programs at registration
• EXHIBITOR RECEPTION
• EXHIBITOR BREAKFAST
• KEYNOTE LUNCH:
  Chief Justice of California: Tani Cantil-Sakaye
• JFR DINNER-Tickets still available
• PHOTO EXHIBIT: Richard Ross
• TOUR: LAPD Police Administration Building-
  Sign up at registration desk
• FRIDAY LUNCH: Special rates in the hotel
• SUSTAINABLITY WORKSHOP
• CES DOCUMENTATION: Check with registration
• PARKING VALIDATION: Available at registration